Convenient, cost-effective access to nearly 90 books from one of the world's premier medical and health science publishers - now with 9 new editions!

Exclusive to Ovid, this comprehensive collection consists of premier references and quick-study guides covering a broad range of topics, including neurosurgery, pediatric neurology, neuropathology, and more. Nearly half of the titles have been awarded a Doody's Star Rating by Doody's Review Services, a highly regarded medical book review service.

This includes the latest editions of Wyllie's Treatment of Epilepsy: Principles & Practice, Practical Neurology, Handbook of Neuroanesthesia, and 9 other key references.

Publisher
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins (LWW)

What's Included
5-Minute Neurology Consult, The
Atlas of EEG Patterns
Atlas of Neonatal Electroencephalography
Atlas of Neurologic Diagnosis and Treatment (revised reprint)
Atlas of Polysomnography
Behavioral Neurology of Movement Disorders
Biopsy Interpretation of the Central Nervous System
Blume's Atlas of Pediatric and Adult Electroencephalography
Cancer of the Nervous System
Cervical Spine Surgery Atlas, The
Child and Adolescent Neurology for Psychiatrists
Child Neurology
Clinical Autonomic Disorders
Clinical Neuroanatomy
Clinical Neurology of the Older Adult
Clinical Neurology: From the Classroom to the Exam Room
Clinical Practice of Neurological and Neurosurgical Nursing, The
Clinical Signs in Neurology: A Compendium
Clinical Sleep Disorders
Complications of Spine Surgery: Treatment and Prevention
Concise Neurology
Continuum of Stroke Care, The: An Interprofessional Approach to Evidence-Based Care
Cousins and Bridenbaugh's Neural Blockade in Clinical Anesthesia and Pain Medicine
Current Practice of Clinical Electroencephalography
DeJong's The Neurologic Examination
Diagnostic Neuropathology Smears
Disease & Drug Consult: Neurologic Disorders
Dystonia 4
Epilepsy: A Comprehensive Textbook
Essential Forensic Neuropathology
Ethical Issues in Neurology
Field Guide to the Neurologic Examination
Focus on Clinical Neurophysiology: Neurology Self-Assessment
Focus on Neuroimaging: Neurology Self-Assessment
Fundamentals of Sleep Technology
Guide to Neuropsychiatric Therapeutics
Handbook of Epilepsy
Handbook of Neuroanesthesia
Handbook of Sleep Medicine
Handbook of Stroke
Headaches, The
Infections of the Central Nervous System
Ischemic Stroke
Johnson's Practical Electromyography
Landmarks for Peripheral Nerve Blocks: Upper and Lower Extremities
Localization in Clinical Neurology
Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain and Spine
Massachusetts General Hospital Handbook of Neurology, The
Merritt's Neurology
Merritt's Neurology Handbook
Multiple Sclerosis and Demyelinating Diseases
Myoclonic Epilepsies
Neurological and Neurosurgical Intensive Care
Neurology (LWW)
Neurology & Psychiatry: 1,000 Questions to Help You Pass the Boards
Neurology for the Boards
Neurology for the Non-Neurologist
Neurology Review for Psychiatrists
Neuropsychiatry (book)
Neuropsychopharmacology: The Fifth Generation of Progress
Neuroradiology Companion: Methods, Guidelines, and Imaging Fundamentals
Neuroscience of Clinical Psychiatry, The: The Pathophysiology of Behavior and Mental Illness
Niedermeyer's Electroencephalography: Basic Principles, Clinical Applications, and Related Fields
Nonfusion Technologies in Spine Surgery
Operative Techniques in Spine Surgery
Parietal Lobe, The
Parkinson's Disease and Movement Disorders
Pediatric Neuroimaging
Pediatric Neurology: A Case-Based Review
Pediatric Neurology: Essentials for General Practice
Pediatric Neuropsychiatry
Peripheral Nerve Blocks: A Color Atlas
Photographic Manual of Regional Orthopaedic and Neurologic Tests
Pocket Guide and Toolkit to DeJong's Neurologic Examination
Pocket Neurology
Practical Neuroangiography
Practical Neurology (Book)
Practical Neurology Visual Review
Psychogenic Movement Disorders: Neurology and Neuropsychiatry
Reading EEGs: A Practical Approach
RN Expert Guides: Neurologic Care
Samuel's Manual of Neurologic Therapeutics
Spinal Cord Medicine
Spinal Trauma: Imaging, Diagnosis, and Management
Textbook of Spinal Surgery
Tourette Syndrome
Walsh & Hoyt's Clinical Neuro-Ophthalmology
Weiner & Levitt's Neurology
Weiner & Levitt's Pediatric Neurology
Wyllie's Treatment of Epilepsy